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The Woodward’s Project: Award winning parking, easy on the
eyes. Who’d have thought?
Brian Hutchinson  June 16, 2010 – 6:30 am

Can a parkade possibly be interesting? Photogenic? Award worthy? Surprisingly, yes. When local architect Gregory Henriquez,
managing partner of Henriquez Partners, designed the massive, 830-stall Gastown Parkades for the City of Vancouver, he saw
beyond the mundane. Before landing the commission early in the last decade, Mr. Henriquez recognized that the $32 million
parking structure could be something more than just functional, and part of something bigger.

The Gastown Parkades were completed in 2004. They straddle the alleyway separating Water Street in Gastown and Cordova
Street, hence the plural “parkades,” I suppose. A year later they captured an award of excellence from something called the
International Parking Institute. When you think about it, why shouldn’t good parkades be recognized?

Across Cordova was the old Woodward’s department store, sitting empty. It was to come down and the area revitalized with a
mixed housing and retail development. City planners always had in mind that one day, the two projects would meet. And so they
have. The Gastown Parkades and the Henriquez-designed Woodward’s district are now linked by a glass-encased bridge. Many of
the residents in the Woodward’s development’s two tall condominium towers are assigned stalls inside the parkades.

Like any inner-city parkade, these ones have issues with vagrants. A couple of secondary stairwells are used for unseemly things.
Some of them smell awful, and you can guess why. But I’ve used the place to park on occasion and haven’t had a problem at all. The
main access points and elevators are fine. The security seems reasonable, despite the secondary stairwells stuff, and the men who
patrol the structure are pleasant. Once I learned to navigate from street level to my favourite spot on Level Four, next to the
pedestrian bridge that connects the parkades to the Woodward’s development, I began to look around. Features I’d overlooked
suddenly popped out: the drainage and filtration system for moving Vancouver’s copious rainfall; the use of three kinds of stone on
street facades that subtly reflect the district’s heritage; the ivy that covers the Water Street facade; the use of colours, textures and
other detail.

Perhaps the most impressive thing is how well the Gastown Parkades integrate with Gastown and Woodward’s. The building is
playing an important role in the Downtown Eastside’s slow renewal. It’s prescient. And easy on the eyes.
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